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These figures do not include abortions of babies who lost their lives in their 1st  week due to using 
hormonal contraception like the pill, IUD’s, morning after pill etc – as the baby (200 cells on day 6) 
can’t attach to the lining of the womb, due to these methods.  
The figures also do not reflect the babies who were conceived through IVF and then subsequently  
destroyed, frozen, or experimented with.  According to researcher D.M. Howard these are twice as many. 
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  The long-term effect after 4 generations (±  80 years) 

of average of   1.2   or   2.1  children born per woman  

10%  or  120% 

 to financially sustain society and to provide  
          for the financial needs of previous generations  

                 Implosion             or               Explosion 

Fertility – on the map of Europe below one can see the average num-

ber of children that each women has, in different countries (Eurostat). 

The diagram on the left, shows the development of the amount of 

people during 4 generations, where each generation has respectively 

2.1 or only 1.2.children per woman. To have enough tax payers in the 

future, that help to pay for the financial needs of previous generations, 

and to help sustain the society, a fertility rate of 2.1.or 2.2 children is 

necessary. The map of Europe below however shows that the biggest 

part of Europe cannot replace itself.  

Some countries consider financial stimulus to have more children.  

We need to do something before it is too late and think long-term. 

after 4 gen. 

           Demographic & economic 

                  effects of abortion 

  Europe in crisis 
  Debt  Holland    =  € 440 billion 

GDP missing thru abortion = € 620 billion 

         Combat the flies? 
Deal with the  carcass itself 

Holland has a debt of € 440 billion (politician Lodweijk  Asscher P&W 15.2.2013).  

Countries around the Mediterranean, like Italy, Greece, Portugal, Spain are in crisis.  

Young people from poor European countries like Lithuania move to richer European countries 

to work, which results in even less young people who remain in their own country to keep 

their economy stable – also higher educated people are leaving their home countries.  

Europe is falling. Implosion due to abortion, contraception and sterilisation (see chart below).  

Do our governments only want a healthy economy by combating flies? Is it not better to deal 

with the carcass itself? Resolve problems by eliminating human lives?         Europe is in a crisis.   

Human capital – citizens- are the greatest commodity a country possesses.  

What do the above mentioned countries have in common? 

An average of 1.3,  1.4  or  1.5  children per female. Result? Too little income in the treasury.     Learn from our mistakes.  

There are not too many elderly (so-called “greying population”) – but we have too few young people! Do they not pay 

enough taxes, or are there simply not enough people paying taxes to fill the treasury? According to Index Mundi 

a woman in Holland in 1961 had an average of 3.22 children. After that the pill, sterilisation and abortion came.  

Result: In 1983 we only had 1.47 children per woman. See the chart below which shows the implosion. 

All the missing people, and the children that would have been born at the age of say 20, are also missing in our 

economy. Every year their Gross Domestic Product GDP is missing in our economy. The sum? 

By now Holland misses over a  € half trillion euro’s GDP.  We spend more than what is coming in. Fewer taxes are 

coming in compared to what is spent, and the government has to continuously borrow more money. 

These 1.3 million missing people would all have contributed to Hollands’ GDP, annually. 

Time to  turn the tide? Children are of essential importance to the future of our countries.          Learn from us.        Think long-term. 

The most valuable resources 
        a country possesses  
         are it’s own citizens 

    Abortion is economic 
 suicide for every country 

   The  price  of  abortion 
            is  too  high 

       We  kill  ourselves  faster  

     than  we  replace   ourselves 

 The EU train rumbles on 
        toward the abyss 

                 Do we want (to continue) this? 

The whole world fits in France + Germany. This leaves  
99% of  the world available (minus seas) for infrastructure, 

agriculture, farmland etc. Cities are indeed sometimes 

crowded, but the space outside of them isn’t. 

If everyone has a house with garden 21x6 meters = 126 m2   

126 m2 x 7 billion (7.000.000.000)  earth inhabitants =  

                                     =   882.000.000.000 m2      =   882.000 km2.  

France 545.630 km2 + Germany 349.520 km2  =   895.150 km2.  

This shows that the whole world population fits into 

France+Germany combined.  

I.e. It’s not about too many people, but rather other issues. 

  OVERPOPULATED ? 

Dutch economy is  
  missing €  620 billion 
       due to abortion  

Legalizing  abortion  didn’t  lower  #’s 
Holland was responsible for killing 15.500 babies 

through abortion in 1975. This almost doubled by 

the year 2005 [WAZ report 2012 page 37 attachment 2]. 



Sources:  GDP/PPS per capita NL per year:  www.indexmundi.com/facts/netherlands/gdp-per-capita  14.04.2012 

Abortion numbers: www.johnstonsarchive.net/policy/abortion/ab-netherlands.html 11.3.2012 incl IGZ+statline.cbs.nl 
Fertility rate:  http://epp.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/statistics_explained/index.php/Fertility_statistics 
http://appsso.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/nui/show.do?dataset=demo_frate&lang=en  
GDP EU27 per capita:  http://epp.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/statistics_explained/index.php?
title=File:GDP_at_current_market_prices,_2000,_2009_and_2010.png           WAZ report: http://tinyurl.com/ov8b4tj 
Newspaper article: boy’s name Moham(m)ed most popular baby name Amsterdam: www.voornamelijk.nl/?p=6129  
4 main cities NL: www.elsevier.nl/web/Nieuws/Nederland/243248/Mohamed-veruit-populairste-babynaam-in-grote-steden.htm 
Images: own work, Pollard, L.Caustic, wikimedia commons Boereck (house), Ener6 (diploma), E.Pluribus Anthony
(world), St.Augustine carcass monster of 1896, amada44 (fly)                                                                     v 2015-6 
Provinces: home.planet.nl/-pagklein/provincies.html Land area: www.photius.com/wfb1999/rankings/total_land_area_0.html 
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    Demographic  &  economic 
            effects  of  abortion 

A person aborted 40 years 
ago, could have (had he/
she not been killed) gotten 
married and have a child 
etc. These figures are con-
servative: let’s say: 1 child. 
That baby/person would - 
once grown up –  in turn 
have been able to get mar-
ried and have a child etc. 

It is of (inter)national  
importance that we make 
wise choices now.  
This is the moment to  
structurally intervene to 
prevent further crises and 
heavy tax increases on 
future generations.  
  
Don’t finance abortion 
clinics, and let women pay 
for their own abortions. 
Who lies in the cradles? 
 
The chart below shows 
that GDP for EU27 was  
€ 24.500 in 2010 – shown 
as PPS Purchasing Power 
Standard due to various 
valuta’s. (KKP koopkracht) 

Abbreviations: LCU = Local Currency Unit (Euro’s) 
GDP = Gross Domestic Product per capita/person 
BNI = Bruto National Income per head society/person 
BBP = Bruto Binnenlands Product  
PPS = Purchasing Power Standard (KKP koopkracht) 
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          If not for the  
human rights horror… 

6  wk 

    … don’t do it for 
          the money 

After 40 years of abortions Holland is also starting to lose the 
profits which the 3rd generation would have given to the 
economy. And their children and later also their grandchildren.  
Do we want to stop this development occurring with those who 
we would abort today? 
As time passes the cumulative effects become more severe. 
What if Holland had not legally allowed mothers to kill their own 
children? Would society have been financially stronger? It is 
never to late to take a new course/move in a different direction. 

The GDP (Gross Domestic 
Product or BBP or BNI) – is 
one of the best ways which 
shows the economic activity 
of a country. It does not  
describe the complete  
economic development, and 
the use of it has some  
drawbacks… 
But GDP is one of the most 
simple and easy ways to 
explain definitions. In any 
case it is a figure we can use 
to describe the size of the 
economy. The GDP (BNI or 
BBP) is easily accessible and 
is a descriptor / number that 
the media likes to use. 

What did abortion mean for these babes? 

 Conservative estimate of the lack of GDP (per person of the population) 

                              The cost of abortion in the Netherlands 

Every person is a consumer. Money goes from one owner to another. Jobs are 
created. Eg. for babies: purchase of baby clothes, production/packaging of 
baby food/ -clothing, labelling, distribution and transportation, farmers to grow 
vegetables, highway restaurants for drivers, warehouses, architects design 
buildings, retail venue workers to buy and sell goods, bankers to deposit money  

NL economy missing 
        € 620 billion 
     due to abortion 

          Is this what you mean 
    when you talk about abortion? 

       Solve GDP?  
Don’t do abortions! 

 1,6 children per    
woman—raise to 
min.average of  2.1 
children per woman 

As a result of making abortion possible in  
Holland 40 years ago, Holland is short of  
1.3 million people (see chart on page 2).  
This amount equals the amount of  
citizens in provinces Drenthe (491.411) + 
Zeeland (381.530) +  Flevoland (391.967) 

     Are we not paying 
         enough taxes? 
   There aren’t enough 
        people to fill the  
              treasury! 
Where are those people? 
           Poisoned, or  
  arms and legs torn off 
     without painkillers 

Our schools are closing. 
Every week we kill  2 
primary schools.  
This results in the living 
children now having to 
travel longer distances 
for their education. 
 
House market problems? 
 

Perhaps there were 1000 
potential buyers amongst 
the 1.3 million people 
missing due to abortion. 


